THE ALL-INDIA CONGRESS COMMITTEE         [lahore
of this recommendation but  decided that the   question   of  withdrawal  from the
legislatures do stand over till the Lahore Congress.
 38.	An important resolution of  the A. I. C. C. passed in Bombay in May dealt
with   social  and   economic changes.    It  stated  that in order to remove the poverty
and misery  of the Indian masses it was necessary not only to put an end to foreign
exploitation but  also   to   make revolutionary changes in the present economic and
social structure of society and to remove the gross inequalities.
 39.	Immediately after the   Calcutta    Congress the   Working   Committee made
a grant of ;£30 per month for the establishment   of a Students*    Information   Bureau
in Berlin.   This Bureau was opened soon after under the supervision of Mr. A. C. N.
Nambiar and  it  has   fully  justified   itself  by   the   help it has given to numerous
Indian students and   visitors.    Mr.   Shiva   Prasad   Gupta   inspected   it  during his
European  tour  and   he wrote   in  terms   of  high appreciation of its work.   On his
recommendation   the  Working Comm ttee  increased the grant by £2 per month
for  a  reading  room.    The   Bureau   is   run   efficiently   and sends full reports and
accounts  monthly.   Its   success   is   largely   due   to   the   honorary services of Mr.
Nambiar.
 40.	The Calcutta Congress directed the A. I. C. C. to open a foreign department
and the Working Committee authorised the working secretary to take the necessary
steps in this behalf.   The secretary has been in personal charge of the foreign work
of the A. I. C. C. and has endeavoured to develop contacts with organisations and
individuals in other countries    This is not particularly easy as numerous difficulties
are placed in the way of foreign correspondence by the government censorship.
 41.	The Calcutta Congress also directed the Working  Committee to take steps
to summon a meeting of a Pan-Asiatic Federation in 1930 in India.    The Committee
called upon Mr, S, Satyamurti and the secretary to take the   necessary   steps and to
report    In  this   report   it   was   pointed out that if the meeting was to be held in
1930 it should take place at the time of the  Congress in December,  1930.    Further
various difficulties in the way of   holding such   a   Pan-Asiatic Conference were
pointed out.
 42.	The Rev, Ottama represented the  Indian  National  Congress at the State
funeral of Dr SunYatSenin Nanking in  May last.     His report of this function
was published in the press.
43- Indians abroad, settled in British colonies or dependencies, have had to
face numerous difficulties. In Fiji the motion of the Indian members of the Council
to have a common franchise was not accepted. Thereupon these Indian members
resigned from the Council.
In East Africa there is a continuing crisis and no solution has yet been found.
Indians there have taken their stand on a common franchise and on settlement of
land being on terms of absolute equality. An Indian deputation from East Africa,
led by Mr. J, B.Pandya, came to India in September and visited a number of
important centres. The A. I. C. 0. meeting at Lucknow on September ^8th had the
advantage of hearing Mr. Pandya and it congratulated the deputation on the sound
national stand it had taken.
44* In compliance with the decision of the A. I. C. 0. a Labour Research
Department was opened, as a branch of the A. I. C. C. office, and Mr. Bakar AH
Mirza was put in charge of it. The department has established contacts^with
various national and international labour organisations, including the International
Labour Office, Geneva ; ihe International Federation of Trade Unions, Amsterdam ;
the International Transport Workers' Federation, Amsterdam ; the Research and
Information Department of the I, L. P, London ; the Fabian Society, London ; and
Al-~ International Co-operative Alliance, London. Valuable publications are being
'•~" i from these organisations.
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Mirza has visited the industrial areas in Bombay, Jamshedpur and Calcutta.
spared a monograph on Jute.    During the general strike in the Jute areas
^stotly the situation on the spot but he became involved himself in ti$«
&ik| lius has led ta his absence from headquarters for a considerable
Bombay in May last called upon the Working Comnaitfee
prepared embodying authoritative

